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(57) ABSTRACT 

An important factor in quality of printing with an ink 
jet printing apparatus is the velocity of the ink jet 
stream. The present case describes a number of servo 
systems for controlling velocity of the stream. This can 
be done indirectly by sensing pressure and/or temper 
ature or directly by sensing velocity of the stream and 
controlling the pump frequency or pump drive cur 
rents. 

13 Claims, 6 Drawing Figures 
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SERVO CONTROL OF INKJET PUMP 

RELATED PATENT APPLICATION 

U.S. Pat. application Ser. No. 266,790 filed June 27, 
1972, entitled "Ink Jet Synchronization and Failure 
Detection System,' and having James D. Hill, et al., as 
inventors. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION AND PRIOR 
ART 

Various types of inkjet printing devices have been 
proposed heretofore. In one such system, drops of ink 
are formed and propelled from a nozzle toward a re 
cord medium, variably charged according to a signal 
representative of a wave form or character and de 
flected by deflection plates having a constant potential 
applied thereto. To insure good placement of drops in 
forming the waveform character, as the case may be, it 
is vital that the velocity of the ink drops remain in a 
predetermined range. Velocity of drops can vary con 
siderably due to variations in temperature, pump pres 
sure, and the like. The primary variation is due to tem 
perature which causes large changes in the ink viscosity 
and hence the ink velocity as it leaves the nozzle. The 
present invention is intended to maintain velocity as 
constant as possible. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A number of arrangements are described in the pres 
ent case for controlling velocity of ink drops in an ink 
jet printer either directly or indirectly. In one case, the 
temperature and/or pressure of the ink is sensed at the 
pump and appropriate adjustments made to the pump 
driving circuit to increase or decrease pump pressure 
and thereby increase or decrease velocity of the 
stream. Another version contemplates the positioning 
of sensors adjacent the stream of drops for inducement 
of a voltage as charged drops pass by the sensors and 
for development of corrective signals to again control 
pump pressure and velocity of the stream. This version 
can be implemented in a digital or analog fashion, as 
desired. In another arrangement, sensors are positioned 
outside the normal range of drop deflection. During 
servo action, maximum deflection of the stream occurs 
for development of potentials to control the pump with 
corrective action, as necessary, to increase or decrease 
pump pressure, and thereby change velocity of the 
stream. The servo arrangements set forth make use of 
a highly efficient pump structure based on voice coil 
driving principles. 

OBJECTS 

The primary object of the present invention, of 
course, is to sense various parameters in an inkjet 
printing system in order to develop corrective signals 
for controlling pump pressure and/or frequency to ulti 
mately maintain velocity of the inkjet stream within a 
desired velocity range. 
The foregoing and other objects, features, and advan 

tages of the invention will be apparent from the follow 
ing more particular description of the preferred em 
bodiments of the invention as illustrated in the accom 
panying drawings. 
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DRAWINGS 

In the Drawings 
FIG. 1 is a system representation illustrating servo 

control of a pump in an inkjet system. 
FIG. 2 illustrates velocity control by sensing of tem 

perature and pressure. 
FIG. 3a illustrates an arrangement for sensing veloc 

ity of an ink drop stream to develop digital count levels 
and conversion to analog for pump control, while FIG. 
3b is essentially the same system wherein analog levels 
are developed directly. 
FIG. 4 illustrates servo control involving the sensing 

of the maximum deflection of an inkjet stream. 
FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view of a voice-coil pump 

that is useful in the various embodiments of FIGS. 1-4. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

FIG. 1 is a generalized version representative of the 
various systems set forth in greater detail in FIGS. 2-4. 
An inkjet system 1, usually comprising an inkjet print 
ing device, or the like, has an associated sensor 2, such 
as a temperature sensor. The inkjet system may be of 
the type set forth in the Hill, et al., patent application 
referred to previously. An output developed by sensor 
2 is provided to an amplifier circuit 3 and from there 
to a comparator circuit 4. Another input to comparator 
circuit 4 is a reference signal on line 5. The output of 
comparator 4 is applied to pump control circuit 7 and 
is used to develop a control signal by lines 10 and 11 
to coil 12 of pump 13. Servo action may be provided 
under ordinary circumstances from machine clock 16 
through machine logic 17 in conjunction with recogni 
tion block 6. Thus the operation of the servo system 
shown in FIG. 1 would usually take place during non 
printing intervals such as during a carrier return (CR) 
interval, or home position between printing of charac 
ters that is, inter-character intervals, and the like, as 
recognized by block 6. As an alternative and as will be 
described shortly, a pressure sensor 20 associated with 
pump 13 provides inputs to amplifier circuit 3 instead 
of sensor 2. If pressure is sensed by sensor 20, as an ex 
ample, provision is made to develop a corrective signal 
from pump control circuit 7 in order to increase or de 
crease pressure of pump 13 from the input signals re 
lated to pressure in pump 13. If the velocity of the 
stream is too slow, indicated by a low pump pressure, 
it may be increased by increasing the voltage applied to 
coil 12 of pump 13. Further, the frequency of signal ap 
plied to coil 12 may be changed to change pump pres 
Sle. 

This is further illustrated in FIG. 2 where pump 13 is 
shown with associated coil 12. The pump assembly is 
further associated with nozzle 22 emitting a stream of 
ink drops 23 directed toward a record medium 25 for 
printing of characters or waveforms. In the event drops 
are not required for printing they are directed to a gut 
ter 27. Ink is supplied through pump 13 to nozzle 22 
from ink supply 29 by conduit 30. Pump 13 is a pump 
which is controlled by coil 12 such that the pressure is 
a function of coil current. Pressure sensor 32 monitors 
pump pressure and feeds a voltage analogous to pres 
sure to amplifier 35. Amplifier 35 compares the pres 
sure signal to the reference signal provided by amplifier 
36 and adjusts a voltage controlled oscillator 38 so that 
current "I' to pump 13 minimizes the difference be 
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tween the reference input and the sensor 32 output, 
thus holding pressure constant. A manually set adjust 
ment at oscillator 38 allows an initial factory pressure 
adjustment to be made. Amplifier 36 compares temper 
ature reference voltage from block 40 with tempera 
ture sensor voltage from sensor 41 and adjusts the pres 
sure reference voltage input for amplifier 35. This 
causes pressure to follow temperature change to hold 
velocity constant. 
An inkjet system, without initial adjustments, could 

have as much as a 10 to 1 variation in deflection sensi 
tivity. This is due, in a large part, to variation in fluid 
flow through the nozzle. Adjusting pressure to obtain 
a constant velocity reduces this to a 5 to 1 variation. 
Adjusting for Zero temperature effect could further re 
duce this variation to 1.5 or 2 to 1. At that point, in 
cluding other system tolerances, an adjustment of de 
flection voltage would hold the machine to an accept 
able level of performance. 
By servo controlling pressure and automatically ad 

justing for temperature variation, electrical parameters 
are monitored rather than mechanical parameters. The 
system can easily compensate for different ink charac 
teristics. Also, less precise tolerances are possible in the 
nozzle and in ink batch to batch variation. 

Instead of controlling coil current to adjust pressure, 
a constant current but variable frequency oscillator 
could be utilized to operate the pump. A wide variety 
of sensors can be used for pressure sensor. 32 and tem 
perature sensor 41. As an example, a thermocouple 
gauge may serve for temperature sensor 32. 

In summary, the circuit of FIG. 2 holds pressure in an 
inkjet printer constant by means of a servo loop. It fur 
ther allows the reference pressure of the servo loop to 
be temperature compensated so that constant inkjet 
velocity is maintained with time and temperature varia 
tion. The servo loop eliminates the dependence upon 
relatively wide range and difficult to control mechani 
cal tolerances and replaces them with more stable and 
easily controlled electrical tolerances. 

If desired, either a pressure sensor or a temperature 
sensor could be used alone in conjunction with the 
pump for monitoring and changing pump pressure to 
thereby control velocity. The servo system of FIG. 2 
could be set up to maintain a constant pressure for a 
given temperature and thereafter simply adjust pres 
sure up or down in order to compensate for tempera 
ture changes. The converse is also true. 
FIG. 3a illustrates a system for monitoring drop ve 

locity directly and developing signals to control pump 
pressure in order to change the velocity of the drops, 
as required. FIG. 3a makes use of digital techniques. 
FIG. 3b is related to FIG. 3a using essentially the same 
sensor arrangement but developing analog signals to 
change pump pressure rather than digital signais that 
have to be converted to analog signals. 

In FIG. 3a, a stream of drops 43 is emitted from noz 
zle 44 passing through a charge electrode 45. Gutter 46 
is positioned for receiving drops in stream 43. Two sen 
sors 48 and 49 are positioned a predetermined distance 
apart and in proximity to the path of travel of the drops 
in stream 43. The two sensors 48 and 49 feed respec 
tively associated comparator circuits 50 and 51. The 
comparator circuits have reference potentials applied 
by lines 53 and 54, respectively. During testing of drop 
velocity, as when the nozzle 44 is at home position, or 
in between characters, gate circuit 56 is activated in a 
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4. 
synchronous fashion by machine clock pulses on line 
58. The comparator outputs are fed to gate 56 by lines 
60 and 61 through interface connections 62 and 63, re 
spectively. 

In operation, a group of drops is emitted from nozzle 
44, such as six (6) in number, or the like. The group of 
drops passes sensor 48 developing a voltage which ulti 
mately activates gate 56 to gate counter circuit 65 to 
start a counting operation. When the sequence of drops 
passes sensor 49, another potential is developed that is 
also applied to gate 56 but that turns off counter 65 in 
stead. Thus a number of count pulses is developed in 
counter 65 that is directly representative of the time re 
quired for passage of the drops from sensor 48 to sen 
sor 49. The count status of counter 65 is applied to the 
digital-analog converter circuit 67 in order to derive a 
correction signal by line 68 that ordinarily would be ap 
plied to a pump control circuit similar to circuit 7 in 
FIG. 1 in order to vary pump pressure as required. As 
noted before, either the frequency or current drive of 
the pump can be changed in order to change pump 
pressure. 
FIG. 3b is an analog approach utilizing various ele 

ments in FIG. 3a. The circuit of FIG. 3b is substituted 
for elements 56, 65, and 67 in FIG.3a by appropriate 
connection of interface connectors 62a and 63a with 
connectors 62 and 63, respectively, in FIG.3a. Outputs 
developed by sensors 48 and 49 in this case are applied 
to a ramp generator 70. Upon detection of a potential 
on line 60a, FIG. 3b, the ramp generator is activated. 
Ramp generator 70 develops a ramp signal at a known 
rate and range of voltage levels. Upon detection of an 
other output on lines 61a, FIG. 3b, the output from 
ramp generator 70 is deactivated. The level attained is 
stored in the holding circuit 71 and applied by line 72 
to vary pump pressure in a manner similar to that de 
scribed before. 
By using the foregoing techniques, the velocity of the 

ink stream 43 may be maintained constant. As a result, 
since the deflection sensitivity of stream 43 is propor 
tional to 1/(Vel), the deflection of stream 43 required 
during printing of information is also maintained in a 
tightly controlled manner. Using the servo techniques 
previously described, tolerances on other elements of 
the system, such as on the nozzle, temperature, etc. 
need not be maintained as tightly as would otherwise be 
required. 

In FIG. 4, the actual deflection of a stream of drops 
is tested in order to determine velocity characteristics. 
Nozzle 75 emits a stream of drops 76 passing through 
charge electrode 77 and between deflection plates 78 
and 79. During printing of information, the drops in 
stream 76 are directed to a record medium, not shown. 
When not required for printing, drops are directed to 
gutter 80. During testing of velocity of the stream, max 
imum deflection of drops is initiated by appropriate 
charging by charge electrode 77 and deflection by 
plates 78 and 79 in order that the drops reach the area 
of two proximity sensors 82 and 83 representing maxi 
mum deflection of the stream. As an example, a group 
of six drops can be used as before. Gutter 85 is posi 
tioned to receive drops directed between sensors 82 
and 83. Potentials are developed by sensors 82 and 83 
as the stream of drops passes by. It is assumed that a 
normal deflection for test purposes of the drops in 
stream 76 is between sensors 82 and 83. If drops pass 
close to sensor 83 representing an increase in velocity 
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of the drops, an output is developed that is applied to 
amplifier circuit 90 and in turn to comparator circuit 
91 for development of appropriate correction signal by 
line 92 to control pump pressure. In this case, since the 
velocity of the drops is somewhat high, the pump pres 
sure is reduced. If drops pass in proximity to sensor 82, 
an output is developed that is applied to amplifier cir 
cuit 94 and again applied to comparator 91. In this 
case, the stream of drops is moving at a relatively lower 
velocity and the output signal by line 92 would be of an 
appropriate level to increase pump pressure. 
FIG. 5 illustrates a highly efficient pump structure 

100 that is useful in the various servo circuits previ 
ously described. Pump 100 includes a pump supporting 
structure 101 housing a number of elements. A flat 
spring member 102 is mounted for oscillatory move 
ment in structure 101. Spring member 102 is driven by 
coil 104 that in turn is excited by an oscillator 106. At 
tached to member 102 is connecting rod 108 that in 
turn is connected to a bellows 110. Pump 100 further 
includes an input conduit 112 through which ink is sup 
plied from an ink supply not shown. An output conduit 
114 supplies ink to a nozzle, not shown, but that would 
be similar to those previously described. Control of ink 
passage and pumping is exerted by an input valve 115 
and an output valve 116. The action of the pump is sim 
ilar to that of a voice coil normally found in radio and 
television equipment, or the like. The metal diaphragm 
102 and associated bellows 110 change the volume of 
the pump cavity 120. Valves 115 and 116 control the 
flow of ink in and out of the pump. 
The pressure produced by pump 100 is related to the 

force imparted to bellows 110 by diaphragm 102 which 
in turn is related to the frequency and current condi 
tions established in coil 104. With these characteristics, 
pump 100 is readily incorporated in the various servo 
circuits previously discussed and controllable as re 
quired insofar as maintaining a desired pressure range. 
This in turn, as mentioned, controls drop velocity. 

In operation, as bellows 110 moves to the left in FIG. 
5, flap 115 opens thereby drawing ink through conduit 
112 into chamber 120. Valve 116 remains closed at this 
time. As bellows 110 moves to the right and expands, 
valve 115 remains closed and ink is forced through 
valve 116 and out of way by conduit 114 to the inkjet 
nozzle. 
While the invention has been particularly shown and 

described with reference to several embodiments, it 
will be understood by those skilled in the art that vari 
ous changes in form and detail may be made without 
departure from the spirit and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In an ink printing apparatus, a servo system for 

monitoring and maintaining parameters, affecting qual 
ity of printing, such as velocity of the jet, within prede 
termined ranges, which determines jet placement dur 
ing printing of information, comprising: 

jet forming means for forming and propelling an ink 
jet in a predetermined path of travel, 

pump means interconnected with said jet forming 
means for maintaining a predetermined level of ink 
jet pressure in said jet forming means; 

sensor means proximately positioned in relation to 
said inkjet for sensing a characteristic of said ink 
jet and for developing a signal representative of 
said characteristic; 
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6 
comparator means for comparing said developed sig 

nal with a reference signal in order to further de 
velop a corrective signal; and 

means for applying said corrective signal to said 
pump means in order to maintain pressure exerted 
by said pump means in said jet forming means 
within a predetermined range, thereby maintaining 
jet velocity, jet placement, and printing of informa 
tion within a predetermined range of printing. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising: 
pump control means interconnected with said pump 
means for directing corrective signals from said 
comparator means to said pump means; and 

timing logic interconnected with said pump control 
means for controlling activation and deactivation 
of said pump control means. 

3. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein said inkjet is di 
rected to a medium for recording of information in the 
form of character intervals, each separated by an inter 
character interval; and further comprising: 

recognition means interconnected with said logic 
means for recognizing said inter-character intervals 
and for activating said pump control means during 
said intercharacter intervals. 

4. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein said inkjet form 
ing means and said medium are relatively moved from 
a home position to record information, and further 
comprising: 
means in said recognition means for activating said 
pump control means while said apparatus is at 
home position. 

5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said sensor 
means comprises: 
a temperature sensor for monitoring temperature 
characteristics of said inkjet. 

6. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said sensor 
means comprises: 
a pressure sensor for monitoring pressure character 

istics of said inkjet. 
7. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising: 
a temperature sensor and a pressure sensor incorpo 

rated in said sensor means and interconnected with 
said pump means for monitoring temperature and 
pressure, respectively; and 

circuit means responsive to signals developed by said 
temperature and pressure sensors and intercon 
nected with said pump means for controlling pump 
pressure in order to maintain said pump pressure 
within a predetermined range. 

8. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising: 
a first proximity sensor and a second proximity sen 
sor incorporated in said sensor means and con 
nected for input to said comparator means, said 
proximity sensors being positioned a predeter 
mined distance apart and adjacent the path of 
travel of said inkjet; 

means for developing signals from said proximity sen 
sors indicative of the passage of ink as it moves past 
said proximity sensors; and 

said comparator means developing a corrective sig 
nal responsive to the signals derived from said first 
and second proximity sensors for application to 
said pump means in order to maintain pressure in 
said pump means within a predetermined range. 

9. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein said comparator 
means further comprises: 

activatable gate means; 
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means interconnecting said proximity sensors as in 
puts to said gate means; 

count means, 
means interconnecting said gate means and said 
count means to initiate operation of said count 
means under control of said gate means during an 
activate mode of said gate means in order to de 
velop digital count representations, and 

means for activating said gate means and thereby said 
count means upon sensing passage of ink moving 
past said first proximity sensor and for deactivating 
said gate means and said count means upon sensing 
passage of ink past said second proximity sensor. 

10. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein said compara 
tor means further comprises: 

digital-analog converter means interconnected be 
tween said count means and said pump means for 
converting digital representations from said count 
means to an analog signal for application to said 
pump control means. 

11. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein said compara 
tor means further comprises: 
a ramp generator circuit providing a ramp signal hav 

ing predetermined slope and duration characteris 
tics; 

means interconnecting said proximity sensors as in 
puts to said ramp generator; 

an analog holding circuit; 
means for initiating operation of said ramp generator 

circuit upon sensing passage of ink by said first 
proximity sensor and for terminating operation of 
said ramp circuit upon sensing passage of ink by 
said second proximity sensor; 

means interconnecting said ramp generator to said 
analog holding circuit in order to provide the ramp 
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8 
level attained by said ramp circuit to said analog 
holding circuit, and 

means interconnecting said holding circuit to said 
pump means in order to correct pressure in said 
pump means. 

12. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said inkjet 
passes through a charge electrode and between deflec 
tion electrodes for charging and deflection within a 
predetermined deflection monitoring range, and fur 
ther comprising: 
means for applying a charging potential to said charg 
ing electrodes in order to deflect said inkjet into 
said monitoring range; 

sensor means positioned adjacent the path of travel 
of said inkjet for developing signals from said ink 
jet during passage thereof past said sensor means 
indicative of velocity characteristics in said moni 
toring range, and 

means for applying said velocity characteristics sig 
nals to said pump control means in order to correct 
pressure in said pump means. 

13. The apparatus of claim 12, further comprising: 
first and second sensor probes incorporated in said 
sensor means, said probes being positioned a pre 
determined distance apart and in proximity to said 
inkjet when said inkjet passes through said moni 
toring range; and 

means interconnected with said probes and said 
pump means and responsive to signals developed 
by said probes for developing corrective signals for 
application to said pump means in order to in 
crease or decrease pump pressure, as required, in 
order to maintain jet velocity within a predeter 
mined range. 
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